
Rani Birla Girls' College 

38, Shakespeare Sarani, Kolkata 700017 

 

Yearly Status Report - 2022-2023 

Feedback received from 2 stakeholders. 

 

• Institution obtains feedback on the syllabus and its transaction from the students. 

 

321 responses were collected from the college students. 

Students from semester 2, 4 and 6 participated in this feedback process. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



* Any Suggestions: - 

 

✓ No 

✓ No 

✓ No suggestions 

✓ There is no canteen 

✓ There is no canteen 

✓ no 

✓ Need to develop the infrastructure 

✓ College should work on infrastructure development both teachers and students have 

to face a lot of problems during the rainy season. 

✓ The college should arrange a proper room and some proper benches with fans for 

CMEV dept 

✓ The college should arrange a proper room and some proper benches with fans for 

CMEV Dept. 

✓ No 

✓ Everything is good        

✓ Speechless 

✓ Classes should be repaired 

✓ NA 

✓ You can do it better 

✓ It would be better if the class representatives get a badge 

✓ There's scope for betterment in the functioning of this institution.. college classes 

doesn't take place on a regular basis and attendance is not given even if we are 

available if teachers are absent. 

✓ Classroom cleanliness 

✓ I would like to request for little bit of lineancy for from few teachers regarding the class 

timing n also please understand what students want to say. 

✓ Infrastructure of the college should be changed as the college looks so dull 

✓ we need more computers for gis remote sensing 

✓ Yes 

✓ No 

✓ Nothing as such 

✓ College should keep canteen and also should keep the sitting area clean it's very dirty.. 

✓ Please schedule our classes accordingly. One of our class is at 9:30 and then the other 

is at 3:30 directly. As I am staying in Belur so it's very difficult for me to manage. 

✓ As my spend most of the time in library in free periods, I think new books should be 

added once in a while and the books which are in the syllabus of CU should be 

included. 

✓ No. 

✓ We should keep guide books for every subject 

✓ If technologies would be used while teaching in the classroom then it will benefit 

students in understanding the concepts well. Thank You. 



✓ Nothing much to say. 

✓ NA. THANK YOU! 

✓ Please make proper routine because it's take our so much time between the gap of 

two periods 

✓ It's a very good college 

✓ Should have more curricular activities and should include sports like basketball etc. 

✓ Library should be updated. 

✓ More study materials should be provided. 

✓ College should be repaired and painted and the interiors should bhi changed. And pls 

install air conditioner in every class. Except the infrastructure everything is excellent 

     

✓ Extra classroom ( common classroom) 

✓ Cold water cooler 

✓ Extra room for free classes. 

✓ College looks like a ruined old building. It should be repaired and painted and the 

interiors should also be changed. Please change all the break down projector and 

install air conditioner in every class. And please arrange a kind of English-speaking 

classes in extra activities. which will improve our fluency. Rest of all the things are 

excellent. 

✓ NA 

✓ College should keep the canteen and also put some fans near the sitting area because 

summer season is coming. 

✓ Nothing thankyou 

✓ College should be repaired and painted ... 

✓ Access to more reading resources, will help us to understand well and make study 

much easier. 

✓ The library should have books which has highest readability score and the 

infrastructure should get a renovation. 

✓ Extra class rooms and canteen 

✓ Proper Facilities of books in the library according to the syllabus of the University. 

✓ College should be painted and infrastructure should be improved with improved books 

facilities in the library and class timing should be properly arranged and there should 

be a free classroom for sitting. 

✓ No canteen in the college 

✓ Proper facilities of books in the library according to the syllabus of the university. 

Proper allotment of classes in the time table. College should be renovated. 

✓ Nothing 

✓ I need a canteen for college and sports practice. 

✓ I am glad to be a student of Rani Birla Girl's College. 

✓ The college is doing their best 

✓ We need proper classroom and branches for CMEV department 

✓ No. Thank You. 

✓ College should have a canteen and there should be fans in the sitting area. 



✓ লাইব্রেরি তে নেুন নেুন বই িাখা উরিৎ। 

✓ Proper facilities of books in the library according to University syllabus. 

✓ College infrastructure is really very bad. There is only two fan in the classroom and 

practical lab is very bad. 

✓ We have a long gap in between classes which is really disturbing at times as we cannot 

focus more and are exhausted by the end of the day and also cannot use the time 

productively. The college canteen also needs renovation and we need a common room 

and space to sit in the free period as we hardly have a class room and the common 

room is mostly occupied, the auditorium needs more fans and lights as during the 

scorching summer heat it becomes very difficult for us students to sit for classes. We 

need cultural groups to be formed and kept ready for several fests and college 

competitions. 

✓ No. Thank you. 

✓ At least keep a food stall in the college 

✓ Extra fans needed in classroom and a common room 

✓ install more fans in college. 

✓ There Is no canteen in the college 

✓ College should start issuing the books from library as soon as the semester starts... 

✓ There are many books not available in our Library for our political science subject 

✓ No Suggestions 

✓ Need more book for political science Hons especially sem 6 

✓ There is not sufficient books on dse papers so the department needs to look into it.. 

✓ Need more books on Dse paper of Political science Hons there are books in our library 

which is not sufficient 

✓ Infrastructure of the college needs to be change.. at least the college should give 

proper FAN in every classroom and they should paint the walls.. 

✓ Extra room 

✓ Everything is good n upto mark so no need of any suggestion. 

✓ We will glad if library have more books regarding our syllabus and topics 

✓ To provide Guidance for choosing career option. 

✓ There is no canteen in the college 

✓ The speed for syllabus completion is very slow. Regular classes are needed for syllabus 

completion. 

✓ More books should be available for the students in the library apart from that 

everything seems fine. 

✓ We don't have canteen 

✓ There's must be a canteen in college ground 

✓ Updated the library book by removing older one. 

 

 

 

 



Rani Birla Girls' College 

38, Shakespeare Sarani, Kolkata 700017 

 

• Institution obtains feedback on the syllabus and its transaction from the alumni 

students. 

 

78 responses were collected from the college students. 

Students from 2018-2022 participated in this feedback process. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

* Any Suggestions: - 

 

✓ No 

✓ Improvement in infrastructure is required 

✓ A lot. 

✓ Thank you. 

✓ The History Department should get a different and a bigger classroom. 

✓ All of ny department teachers were co-operative 

✓ The office should be available for the students all the time with proper information for 

the students as many of the students come from far which is a very big problem if 

there is no proper guidance given by the office staffs 

✓ It was a wonderful learning experience 

✓ Facilities for students should improve. 

✓ Na 

✓ Study is good 

✓ In history department my overall experience was good but I don't like the system of 

library in our college... 

✓ None 

✓ I won't be ungrateful for the knowledge I've got from this college but the experience 

could have been much better. Completing syllabus is okay but the topics could have 

been explained in more details. And there should be a teacher separate for practical 

portion. 

✓ My department was excellent but the education system should focus more on 

retention of knowledge rather than completion of syllabus. 

✓ No. 

✓ Better progresion of Education Department 

✓ Students who really were serious and must be pursuing higher studies might be facing 

so much difficulty in coping up with the course because their base are itself weak. 

✓ In the coming few years 4 years UG course will come into effect, so the teachers should 

try to incorporate the teaching techniques which will help the coming generation. They 

should change their age old concept of just coming and reading the materials in class. 

What really matters at the end is that how much a student is able to grasp the concept. 

When the base is strong for a particular topic then only the teaching is fruitful. 

✓ Teachers should pay special attention to students who face difficulties in 

understanding. Just as the education system is improving day by day similarly the 

teaching should also get advanced. 

✓ These were just suggestions so that our college can also progress and come in the top 

10 of Kolkata and the students can proudly say the name of our College. The students 

should be mold in such a way that they stand out in the crowd, they should excel in all 

aspects be it studies or in co-curricular activities. 



✓ Firstly I just want to express my gratitude for the professors invaluable guidance, 

encouragement and most especially for devoting a substantial time for us during the 

period of pandemic. I would like to suggest that if you people can provide some original 

text books of the writers or a better quality of materials then it will be more helpful 

for those whom really wanted to go for research degree or higher studies. 

✓ Moreover, Your teaching method is the best because students are actively involved in 

the discussion and discussions are always lively and to the point. You never distant 

yourself from the students, even the shyest student participate in critical discussion. I 

consider myself very fortunate to have a full package to have a teacher, lecturer and 

professor like you. Your lectures and publications have broadened both my thinking 

and analytic ability. 

✓ Thank you 

✓ Need books for recommendations and readings 

✓ During my college years, we had no books or reference materials to study from. All we 

had were notes from teachers. That also was often not distributed among all the 

students. Machines would not work properly and we would face a lot of issues during 

our exams. In my final year Pubalina maam started taking one of my classes and she 

was extremely helpful and encouraging. Apart from this only college environment, 

principal, inter fest college shows were only the good things. Our curriculum, bfad 

department and internships were all nothing less than a joke. In the name of 

internships we would be instructed to clean their workspace, assort buttons etc. My 

college was delightful but not my department. 

✓ Need more improvement. 

✓ Must improve 

✓ Provides best education 

✓ Well, I don't find any inaccuracy. The college is well equipped with good infrastructure 

- teachers, administrative staff laboratories etc. Our college improves so much last 

these years. Keep it up. I hope this college will be an unique one in the Kolkata. 

✓ Department should get a good spacious room with more fans for the students 

✓ It will become more better for the students to gain interest in learning if the classroom 

and class environment gets attractive and clean. 

✓ The Education Department is quite amazing 


